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INTRODUCTION.
The plan of limiting each Bulletin to one subject, or including
in it only subjects which are closely related in their nature, we
consider a good one, and one which we shall generally follow. In
the Bulletin here issued we have departed from this plan, and inclu-
ded reports from all the divisions of the Station. This has been done
with the express object of placing before the people of the State
a bulletincwhich shall in itself indicate to them, as far as it is possi-
ble to do in this way, the general scope of the work of the Station,
and at the same time point out, as we trust it will, the value and
usefulness of the Station to our farming community. With the
same Object in view, we have added, as an appendix, abstracts of
former Bulletins of this Station, as published in the Experiment
Statz"on Record, issued from time to otime by the United States
Department of Agriculture. Our farmers will have in this a con-
densed statement of our previous work, and those who have not
received the Bulletins heretofore, will be especially benefitted. As
it is one of the duties of the Station to diffuse useful information,
we believe that the insertion here of the "Station Record" will
serve a legitimate end.
The subjects treated in this Bulletin are as follows:
CRAB-GRASSR.H.-Throughout the Northern and Middle States
Crab-grass, or Finger-grass, as it is sometimes called, is regarded
only in the light of a weed and a pest In this State, while often
playing the part of a weed, and a very persistent one too, in gar-
dens and hoed crops, crab-grass under certain conditions becomes
of much value both for summer pasturage and for hay. It springs
up in corn and grain fields after these crops are harvested, and fre- .
ll1ently yields a large amount of hay, which though bulky, is, as
_etermined by the chemist, more nutritious, weight for weight,
than timothy.
SORGHUMAS A FORAGEPLANT.-Many who have, following
a popular prejudice, kept sorghum from their horned stock, and
thrown away tile leaves in the belief that they were injurious to
cows. will certainly be interested in the results obtctined by the
agriculturist in the general use of this plant for forage.
2TEST OF FEED VALUE OF FIRST AND SE'CONDCROPSOF
CLOVER.*-First-crop clover is such a valuable fodder, and there is
so little apparent difference between it and the second crop, that it
appeared worth while to make an experiment to determine the
result in feeding the two crops to the same class of animals, and
especially to ascertain whether the second crop could be fed profit-
ably with an abundance of other dry fodder as an accompaniment.
It has been frequently asserted that the reason second-crop
clover salivated stock was that it contained a very much larger
per cent of nitrogenous matter than the first-crop If this were true.
chemical analysis would show it, and it could be corrected by
adding some fodder containing an excess of carbohydrates.
Although the results of the experiments narrated lead to
negative conclusions, such conclusions are often as valuable as pos-
itive results. The experiments show that second-crop clover can
be profitably fed, even with a large addition of wheat straw, and
the chemical analyses show that the theory of the excessive
nitrogenous matter is not correct. Second-crop clover contains no
more nitrogenous matter than the first crop.
PASTUREGRASsEs.-Under this heading three grasses, which
are illustrated by full-page plates, are discussed. namely, Texas
Blue-grass, Velvet-grass and .Tennessee or Glaucous Fescue. The
first named, discovered some forty years ago in Northern Texas, is.
deemed one of the very best grasses for winter pastures,and except-·
ingforthe difficulty connected with its propagation, the woolliness of
the seeds rendering it impossible to sow them in the usual manner.
it would have become more generally and widely cultivated than
it now appears to be. Velvet-grass is not deemed worthy of atten-
tion excepting for special soils and locations where better kinds
will not thrive. The Tennessee Fescne is a native of the State.
and brought to the attention of the farmers for the first time. It
is valuable only for pastures, and believed to be well adapted for
worn-out soils and hill slopes. Experiments are under way at
the Station to determine more definitely its real merits.
BLACK-KNOTOF THE PLUM AND CHERRY.- This disease.
which is known to be due to the attacks of a parasitic plant belong-
ing to the class of fungi, is spreading within the State. The char-
acters of the disease and its cause are pointed out and fully illus-
trated, and also the manner of its treatment. The importance of
concerted action among fruit-growers in stamping out the disease
is emphasized, and the exercise of State authority in the matter
_·ecommended.
*A report of an experiment made by Prof. C. S. Plumb, formerly Agriculturist of thi$
Station, now Vice ..Director of the Indiana Experiment Station.
3PRUNINGFRUIT TREEs.-In this paper, from the horticultur-
ist, there is a brief mention of the work done in the fruit or-
chard of the Station, followed by a few general instructions on
pruning young trees, pruning at time of transplanting, after trans-
planting, pruning bearing trees, and when to prune. To many of
our fruit growers this chapter cannot fail to be of interest and value.
THE GLASSy-WINGEDSOLDIER-BuG.-The insect-enemies of the
farmer are numbered by legions, and we have had our attention so
frequently directed to depredations that we have almost been led
to class them all as foes to mankind. We are glad to know that
there are some among the insect tribes that we can consider friends,
even though they are so indirectly. To know these is certainly
important, especially when they have the habits of the glassy-
winged soldier-bug, whose energies are devoted to the destruction
of the injurious leaf-hoppers of the grape vine.
DISEASESOF LIVE STocK.-There are few States in the Union
having a greater commercial interest in live stock than Tennessee,
or whose citizens can more justly pride themselves upon the ex-
cellellce of their cattle and horses. The liability of these animals
to disease, here as elsewhere, is well known, and losses from this
source are always severely felt. "\Ve have fully appreciated the
value and importance of the work of the veterinarian in the inves-
tigation of these diseases, and it has been a source of regret that we
have so far been unable to establish here a division devoted to this
. line of research. We felt this most keenly when we were invited,
very recently, by the President of the State Board of Health, Dr.
J. D. Plunket, to co-operate with the Board in the investigation of
a disease of horses which had caused "wide-spread appre-
hension-particularly in certain counties" of the State, and popu-
larly thought by many to be due to ., spoiled feed.", We were
without an expert in· this line of work, but feeling especially inter-
ested in the subject. we at once determined to lend it such aid as
came within our power, and by telegraph. requested Dr. W. B.
Niles, Professor of Veterinary Science in the University of South
Carolina, at Columbia, to visit us and undertake the work if possi-
ble. Dr. Niles replied in person, but unfortunately his own official
duties limited his time with us. and prevented his entering upon
investigations which would most likely take sE:veral months to
complete. While here, however, he gave the matter earnest atten-
tion, and has kindly furnished us a report upon his observations
and general conclusions arrived at after consulting wi th mem bel'S of
the State Board of Health, and which we are happy to be able to
present in this Bulletin, believing that, although the report is short
and of necessity incomplete, it will interest and prove of value to
many of our farmers. F. LAMSON-SCRIBNER,Director.
CHEMICAL DIVISION.
CRAB-GRASS HAY.
To PROF. F. L. SCRIBNER, Director:
SIR :-In compliance with your request for a short paper of a pop-
ular character on some of the current work of the chemical labora-
tory, the following is respectfully submitted:
Crab-grass Hay-Its Composition and Value
From a number of analyses of grasses and feeding stuffs just
completed, crab-grass hay is here selected because it is very com-
mon and is not appreciated as highly as our results seem to
indicate that it deserves to be.
Panicum sanguinale (crab-grass, finger-grass) is an annual grass
found in all cultivated fields in the South, between May and Octo-
ber. It grows rapidly, especially during a hot showery summer,
and often reaches a height of two and one-half feet on rich soil
It is especially common between the corn rows, and is considered
very troublesome there because it tends to choke out the ~roung'
corn It abounds in the oat and wheat fields, also, during the late
summer. and may often be cut twice, as it was at the Station
farm this year. If any field in cultivation the year before, IS
plowed and harrowed in June, this grass will usually spring up
an"dproduce a heavy crop" It can then be cut with a mower,
when the tops are beginning to die. It mu",t be saved without
much rain on it, as it is very porous and spoils easily when moist.
It makes a very light, dry hay, the weight per acre being- small
compared with other grasses. Panicum sanguinale is cultivated in
Bohemia for the sake of the forage it produces. It is said that the
peasants there collect the seed, which they bruise and make a
into a gruel.
It makes an ex,cellent pasture grass as well as hay. Its value
for hay has ouly been recognized in this country during the
last few years, and our farmers do not yet pay it the attention
they should. It is soft and sweet, and all stock appear to be fond
of it and to thnve on it.
The samples analyzed were taken from the mow just as stored
for feeding. They were free from other plants and well cured,
though apparently over-ripe when cut.
A few words are necessary to explain the technical terms used in
the analysis given below: The chemist seeks by analysis to sepa-
rate thc feeding stuff into the ingredients, or groups of ingredi-
ents, which answer different purposes
in plant or animal growth. First, of
course, he determines the moisture
contained in the fodder by drying it
a little above the boiling-point of water
in the atmosphere of hydrogen gas, (to
prevent the oxygen of the air from
changing it)
Then he burns a portion of it care-
fully, and determines the amonnt of
ash, or mineral matter, which forms
the solid part of the animal frame-
work--the bones-and help also to
form the muscles, blood, etc. Potash,
lime, phosphoric acid, magnesia, sul-
phuric acid,etc .. constitute this mineral
matter The amount and character of
these ash ingredients determine largely
also the value of the manure from the
fodder.
The nitrogenous ingredients of fod-
ders. called albuminoids, or proteines.
are the muscle-formers. They are not
known to be definite compounds, but
are made up of a large number of
nitrogenous substances which are
conveniently classedJogether for feed-.
ing purposes. The gluten of wheat-
flour. the white of egg, the fibrin or
coagulating substance in the blood, and
the material of animal muscles, are
common examples of this class.
The amount of the albuminoids is
commonly ascertained by determining
the nitrogen and calculating from
that. All of the nitrogen of feeding
stuffs is, however, not in the form of a
albumin aids, but a considerable por-
tion of it is sometimes found in a tran- FIG. 1. CRAB·GRASS.
sition form, called amides, which have Panicll1n san[Jllinale.
less nutritive value than the true albumin aids. If we calculate
the albuminoids from the total nitrogen found, as we always do,
b
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6we must make a deduction from this for the non-albuminoid, or
amide, nitrogen. This finally gives us accurate data for estimat-
ing the value of the nitrogenous matter.
The woody portion, or frame work, composed of cellulose and
similar substances, which is unacted on by dilute acids or alkalies,
and has less direct nutritive value to our domestic animals, is
called crude fibre. ",Vood pulp and cotton are pure specimens of
this.
A remaining portion of the fodder, called "nitrogen-free extract"
or carbohydrates, includes a large number of substances like the
starches, sugars and gums. They are all valuable for animal food.
The oils, wax, coloring matter, etc., in the fodder are dissolved
out with ether, and are hence called "ether extract." Cottonseed
oil, linseed oil and peanut oil are common illustrations. They are
much alike in composition and nearly equally valuable as food, and
are. therefore, all grouped together as '"crude fats."
These groups of ingredients of feeding stuffs may be arranged in
this order of relative value to animals: The true albuminoids, the
fats, the carbohydrates, the ash ingredients, and the crude fiber.
It has been shown that the animal body consists essentially of
the ingredients here enumerated, deriving its proteine from the
digested proteineof the food stuff, its fat from all four classes of
nutrients, and the mineral material of its bone from the ash ingre-
dients. \Ve estimate the value of foods, therefore, according to
the amount and proportion they contain of these different nutri-
ents. 1'0 express the nutritive value of a feeding stuff in concise
and simple form, we add the fats and carbohydrates together, as
they supply the carbon and hydrogen, first multiplying the per
cent of fat by 2Yz, as it is considered that much more valuable than
carbohydrates, and then divide this total by the per eent.of proteine.
This gives us the nutritive ratio, or proportion, of the nitrogen-
supplying to the carbon-hydrogen-supplying constituents of the
food. The smaller this quotient is the better the feeding stuff.
With these explanations we hope the analyses of crab-grass hay,
and other grasses with which it is compared in this table, may be
understood. Some very poor grasses and some very good hays
are placed by the side of it.
Anal ysis No. I is Andropogolt A rgyrreus, a beard grass, which grows
on poor land throughout this country. This has never been
analyzed, as far as we can ascertain, and this analysis is merely
inserted here to place it on record and to give an illustration of a
poor grass.
No 2 is Fall Red-top or Tall Red-top, a three to four feet tall,
showy grass, with large, compound, shining, purple panicles, and
7spikelets, growing on dry places and flowering August or October;
analyzed here and inserted for same reason as No. I.
NO.3, analysis of Orchard Grass hay reported by New York
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1888, page 237.
No. 4, average analysis of Orchard. Grass hay reported by New
York Agricultural Experiment Station, 1888, page 238.
NO.5, sample of crab-grass hay from the Station farm, crop of
1889. Analyzed October, 1889. \Ve find no analyses of crab-grass
hay, and only three of the plant. These are given in the "Agricul-
tural Grasses of the United States, U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture," and were made by C. Richardson.
No.6, same, crop of 1890. Analyzed November, 1890.
NO.7 is an analysis made by C. Richardson of the mature crab-
grass from Alabama.
No.8 is a plant taken on the 23rd of June, in Washington, while
very green.
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ANALYSES OF HAYS
COMPARED.
Andropogoll,
Argyneu8
Tall Red-top
Timothy Hay ..
Our analysis of the crab-grass hay agrees quite well with that of
the whole plant made by Richardson, and both correspond to a
very good fodder. Comparing this with the best hays, like timo-
thy and orchard grass, we find it fully equal to them in all respects,
while it surpasses them in true al buminoids and carbohydrates.
The nutritive ratio of crab-grass, (I to 6 in ours, and I to 5 in
the Department of Agriculture analysis) is that of the best fodders.
No digestion experiments with crab-grass hay have been made
yet, but we may very safely assume that its ingredients are, at least.
as digestible as those of timothy hay, as it is a much softer and finer
hay. Thus, if it is desired to compare their money value, and we
Respectfully,
CRAS. W. DABNEY, JR.
assume the timothy hay above is worth $10.00 per ton, our crab-
grass hay of r890 will be worth $r 1.40 per ton.
The last analysis quoted is remarkably high in albuminoids and
corresponds to a very nutritious fodder. It explains why stock are
so fond of green crab-grass, and suggests that it should be cut as
green as it can be to cure wcll and get a fair weight of hay.
The large amount of nitrogenous matter and of ash indicates.
that this hay will make a good manure.
The chemical work for this note was done by Mr. C. C. Moore, Jr.,..
and 1\1r. L. P. Brown.
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DIVISION OF i1IELDAND .1EEDING EXPERIMENTS.
SORGHUM AS A FORAGE PLANT.
SIR :- Your request for an immediate report from my division
obliges me to draw again from records of my private work in
~Ionroe county--work which was conducted for personal informa-
tion only, without any thought of pUblication-and my engagement
here prevented my giving that direct personal attention to the
later experiments which exact and systematic expyrimental work
of the Station demands. The results shown, however, while not
as exactly estimated in some cases as might be wished, are really
none the less valuable for the practical manner in which they
were achieved.
There is considerable prejudice in some sections of the State
against using sorghum as a forage plant, and we have often heard
farmers say that "sorghum will kill cows." I have often seen t::e
fodder rejected after having been pulled off, in stripping the cane
for making syrup, because of this idea. After having .fed nearly
100 tons of cane to stock without any injurious results, I must re-
gard this idea as entirely groundless.
Sorghum as It Forage Plant.
"Corn and sorghum are, and are likely to remain, to Kansas
farmers the principal source of stock food"* The same is true in
some parts of Texas. The Blymer Manufacturing Company's
"Hand Book on Sorghum" says, "fully nine-tenths of the crop
grown in the world is for fodder and the seed."
Below is given an analysis of corn and sorghum:
Water. Albuminoids. Carbohydrates.
2.40 22.50
1.76 15.22
Fat.
.50
.72
S.Jrghum .
Green corn .
which shows well for sorghum.
Practically all forage plants are estimated by the farmer by
some such scale as the following:
1St. Palatability. 5th. Cost of production.
2nd. Effect as food. 6th. Period of growth.
3rd. Yield of crop. 7th. Keeping qualities.
4th. Surety of crop. 8th. Effect upon land.
*Report Kansas Agncultural Experiment Station, 1889,page 56.
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Upon each of these points we report for sorghum as follows:
PALATABILITY.
Most animals are fond of sweet foods. Mules will eat sorghum·
in preference to the best timothy hay, frequently ill preference to·~
corn. In feeding cut sorghum to cows, in connection with first-
quality clovcr hay, I have noticed that they always pick out the
sorghum first, frequently tossing the clover clear out of the
manger, in order to get at the sorghum. When fed in reasonable
quantities to store cattle, they never fail to.eat it up clean, stalks
and all, when scattered out over a clean grass sad. Hogs· do
not eat, but merely chew up the stalk, and suck out the juice,
neither will they eat the foelder, anel it might as well be pulled
off, but they never fail to give attention to every stalk.
The avidity with which the town cow eats it, when she breaks
into the "sorghum patch," frequently gorging and sometimes kill-
ing herself, is sufficient proof of the palatability of sorghum.
EFFECT AS FOOD.
For Mules.-"Sorghum possesses fattening qualities in ~n emi-
nent degree, and nothing like it was ever fed to a drove of mules.".
It is saiel to fatten anything that will eat it.
\Ve know many mule feeders in Kentucky and Middle Tennessee,
who have for years used sorghum in fattening their mules, with
great satisfaction. It is not a good work-ration, however, as it,.
makes them soft and they sweat too much.
For FatteningCatt/e.-Sorghum is especially recommended for this
purpose. Indeed my trouble with it in the dairy has been to keep
it from fattening the cows, rather than making butter. I am con-
vinced that it is one of our most valuable and economical foods for
finishing off beef cattle after pastures fail, or when they come in off
the range. We keep no beef cattle, but thirteen yearling Jersey
heifers, weighing 5,720 pounds on November 5th, were fed all the
sorghum they would eat up clean, morLing and night, from that
date to December r2th, at which time they weigheel 6,260 pounds.
This was a gain of 540 pounds,or nearly ten per cent., in thirty-eight
day5,-quite a good showing, especially when cost is considered.
The sorghum was feel whole (uncut)-simply scattered out on a
clean grass sod. They also had access to a stack of rough clover
hay-too rough to put into the barn-which helped keep up the
albuminoids while the sorghum did its work.
For Dairy C01£ls.-"Sorghnm is a better food for cows in August
than green corn. because it contains more soluble sugar, and is
quite as rich as nitrogenous elements."t
*Killebn~w. +E. \V. Stc\vart.
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I have had much trouble to balance sorghum, however. so as to
have the cows make butter out of it rather than lay on fat. Ground
oats and wheat bran in 1889, and clover hay and bran in 1890,
were tried separately and in various combinations, and utterly
failed to accomplish this. Cotton seed ana cotton-seed meal ap-
pear to do so most perfectly. This fall I failed to get in my cotton-
seed meal until near the middle of October, and after vainly trying
for several weeks to balance up the sorghum with clover hay and
bran, some cotton seed was procured, and each of the fresh cows
given a good single hand full of this night and morning for a
starter. This was increased within two days to about one pound.
Immediately the yield of butter increased, running up in a week
from slightly over sixteen pounds to eighteen pounds per day.
In the fall of 1889, a fine thousand-pound shorthorn cow made
the following record when fed for the purpose of testing the value
of sorghum in the butter dairy, and the efficiency of cotton-seed
meal in balancing it up.
A shorthorn was chosen because, evidently, if she could make
butter of it, the Jerseys would have no trouble in doing so, and a
small grain ration was fed in order to get the full effect of the
forage.
Ration from iV071emberI2th to December 2nd:
All the good sweet ensilage she would eat up clean morning
and night.
One-half gallon (being one pound each) of cotton-seed meal
and bran mixed with above both morning and night.
Four to five pounds good oats-hay at noon.
Yield last seven days: 185 pounds 5 ounces milk, 7 pounds
6 ounces butter.
Ration from December 2nd to December I5th:
Equal bulks cut sorghum and cut clover hay, all she would eat
up clean, morning and night.
One-half gallon cotton-seed meal and bran mixed with above
after being wet up, morning and night.
Four to five pounds good oats-hay at noon.
Yidd last seven days: 174 pounds 12 ounces milk; 6 pounds 14
ounces butter.
Ration from December I5th to December 24th:
Cut sorghum only, all she would eat up clean morning and
night.
One-half gallon cotton-seed meal and bran, mixed with above
after being wet up, morning and night.
Four to five pounds good oats-hay at noon.
Yield last seven days: 168 pounds 676 ounces milk; 7 pounds I
ounce butter.
Weather uniform, no disturbing features.
•
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This would seem to show that sorghum may be made a profit-
able fodder for the dairy, that the ground food mentioned balanced
up the pure cane successfully for butter, and that the clover sub·
stituted, in the presence of this ground food, was not quite of equal
value to the sorghum displaced,
For Hogs.-In the fail of 1889, I fed enough sorghum to hogs to
become convinced that it was perfectly healthy food for them, so
in the fall of 1890, eleven fattening hogs were given all the
sorghum they would eat, twice per day (6o to 75 pounds) from
OctobGr 5th to December 8th, when they were slaughtered. They
did well and fattened nicely, with an estimated saving of one-third
in the corn.
The pork was good, 110t unlike the best corn-fed. The lard
turned out well and was nice, and the intestines were remarkably
free from parasites (worms).
For Sheep.-Prof. Killebrew, and several other agriculutral writers.
recommend sorghum for sheep, and there appears to be no good
reason why it should not be valuable in a fattening ration for them.
For ewes, however, it may not be desirable, as it comes at a time of
the year when it might not be advisable to feed it to them, for
reasons given below.
For Breeding Anima!s.-Sorghum, containing much sugar, has a
tendency to produce fatty degeneration; and when fed in undue
proportion has been thought to produce abortion. It may also
cause sterility, when animals are fattened on it for a long time,
points which should be noted.
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In summing up the results of hundreds of experiments in grow-
ing sorghum for' sugar, the Report from the Department of
Agriculture, Bulletin 17 of 1887-88. page 50, says: "Sorghum
will yield 776 tons cleaned cane, (ten tons gross), more surely
than corn will yield 30 bushels, or wheat IS bushels, per acre."
Prof. Killebrew says it will yield from 25 to 30 tons per acre,
which, however, must require very rich land.
I have always grown it on thin land, believing it to pay better
on such land than corn. This year (1890), in the same field, and
upon precisely the same quality of land where some experimental
wheat (without fertilizers) made little more than the seed, I obtained
an estimated yield of fully 476 tons per acre on 1076 acres of SOL
ghum. Last year (1889), 376 acres of land, which I calculated
would have made 25 bushels corn per acre, produced 42 good loads
of sorghllm for me-fully, I think, 42 tons As a general rule, sor-
ghum is found to yield fully as much, and of a dry season more,
than fodder corn.
] 'J.J
SURETY OF CROP.
In this respect sorghum probably heads the list of American
forage plants. It will grow longer duril'g drought than most any
other forage plant, and will not dry up like corn It may head
out, and even ripen in a comparatively dwarfed condition, if the
drought is long eontinued, but even then. with the recurrence of
rain a sufficient time before frost, it will throw out new heads
from the joints below and finish its growth.
The report from the Agricultural Department of this University
for 1882 says: "Last year the drought terribly injured the earn.
It was dry and wilted when cut. The sorghums. on the other hand,
were fresh and green." The speeial report from the National
Department of Agriculture for 1882, on sorghum as a sugar-pro-
ducing plant, says: "It is known that when fairly established, the
sorghums, as a class, are capahle Qfwithstanding a period of drought
which would prove fatal to maize, and not only this, but that such
drought and accompanying heat. results in the development of an
unusal amount of sugar in the plant."
On the other hand,]. S. Fowler, of Southampton county, Va., says
in the "County Gentleman" of September 14, 1889, "We have had
no crop that has withstood the months of wet weather like this one
(sorghum).
COST OF PRODUCTION.
'With improved machinery this need not exceed that of corn,
the cultivation being very similar.
With crude implements, however, it will be somewhat greater,since
the young cane requires even more careful nursing, and more hand
work will be necessary.
PERIon OF GROWTH AND RIPENING.
Sorghum comes in the fall just when the grass is failing, and
a rich succulent food is needed to supplement the pastures. For
this purpose I have found it especially valuable and convenient.
The land may be prepared and the sorghum planted after the
corn has be~n planted. In 1889, I planted my sorghum, commCJ11
Red Top (Liberian), May 10, in 1890, May 23, both times on heavy
clay land, and both times it matured well and was cut before frost,
the seconn week in October.
KEEPING QUALITIES.
Sorghum retains its juices much longer than corn. It is not
necessary or desirable to cure it out like corn fodder; it will not
heat or spoil, if properly handled. Cut and shock as corn, then
when the blades get thoroughly wilted, haul in and store. It saves
best by being stood up under shelter.
Mr. James Heiskell, of Sweetwater, preserves it in this way, and
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(in January. 1889), I saw his jacks and mules eating it with such
avidity as left little doubt as to its palatability at that date.
In the fall of 1889, I put up twenty-one load~; imo separate well-
aired ricks, not over seven feet high, in thc barn, after having
stood in the shock only one week. It did not heat, but saved per-
fectly until about Christmas, when the last, being in the botton, of
a rick, became a little damp, and began rapidly to deteriorate by
mould.
This fall, 1890, being exceptionally dry, my sorghum was left out
and kept perfectly in the shock, until the first week in December,
when what was left was housed, and has kept well to this date,
December 16, except that the stalks are becoming pretty dry and
tough.
It will probably be found that sorghum can not be preserved to
ad vantage later than Christmas. It ferments too much in the silo,
and is inferior to corn for ensilage.
EFFECT UPON LAND.
Little has been done to determine the extent to which sorghum
exhausts the soil. At Rio Grande, N. J., where sorghum has been
grown for several years on the same land, with an annual dressing
of manure, the soil has become depleted in some element peculiarly
affecting the sugar content, so that while large crops of cane are
still raised, it is found to be of very poor quality.
Farmers usually regard sorghum as an exhaustive crop, however,
and it is probably more so than corn, but it is harvested in time to
put the land into wheat, which may be done without re-plowing,
and if this is fertilized and seeded to clover, any ill effects will
likely be counteracted.
F. LAMSON-SCRIBNER.
Director.
Respectfully,
PAUL F. KEFAUVER,
Agriculturist.
TEST OF FEED VALUE OF FIRST AND SECOND
CROPS OF CLOVER.
BY C. S. PLUMB.
On November 1, 1889. the experiment recorded below was com-
menced. The object was to compare the feeding value and effect
of the first and second crops of clover hay upon fattening steers.
The four animals fed were divided into two equa.l lots. They
were grade shorthorns, each two years old, very docile. and, under
ordinary conditions, excellent animals for fattening. While sali-
vation always attended the use of the second crop of clover, mark-
edly so at times, in no other way were the steers changed from
the normal condition of health.
The animals were fed twice daily, and excepting an hour's airing
each day in an inclosure where no food could be secured. they were
kept in the stalls. The experiment was continued for 140 days,
and was divided into periods of ten days each. The periods alter-
nated, lot 1 (Nos. 44 and 45) receiving first-crop clover ten days,
and lot 2 (Nos. 46 and 47) receiving second-crop clover during
the same period. Beginning with the eleventh day, the clover
fodders were changed for the two lots. lot 1 receiving second-crop,
and lot 2 the first-crop. There were, therefore, fourteen of these
alternate feedings. In every case the first crop of clover was well
eaten, as can be seen by referring to Table II. The second crop,
however, was eaten reluctantly, and its use was accompanied with
more or less salivation, the mangers generally hecoming quite
wet from the abnormal secretion running from the mouth. The
thought occurred that possibly the protein was much greater in
the second growth than in the first. and that the food was "too
rich." as is sometimes claimed. So, in order to somewhat balance
this return. cut wheat straw was fed to a limited extent, and was
rather relished by the animals.
However, chemical analysis of the dover gave no material differ-
ence in composition of first and second crop, excepting in crude
fibre. The albuminoids, which it was thought might materially
differ in the two crops, did not differ enough to have any special
significance in feeding value. The following is the table of
analysis:
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TABLE 1.
CLOVER.
ANALYSES OF THE CLOVER AND WHEAT STRAW FED TO THE STEERS.
Averages for two analyses made at different periods.
WHEAT
STRAW
Moi~ture 1
Crude ash . . . . . . . . . . . .. . '['
Crude fibre. . .
E~her extracts or fats. . . . . .. . i
NItrogen, free extract i
Albuminoids (N. 6.25) [
First Crop Second Crop
8.91 8.29
7.69 7.13
23.05 31.28
3.34 2.::l6
44.07 37.92
12.94 13.12
100.00 100.00
5.57
4.33
38.54
1.61
46.45
13.50
100.00
Table II. (p. 17) shows the amoun t of water drank and food eaten
throughout the experiment. In this table, animals 44 and 45, (lot
;r,-during each period, received different clover from animals
46 and 47 (lot 2). Beginning wi th period I, Nos. 44 and 45 received
fi'rSt crop clover, and Nos. 46 and 47, second crop.
;;,;.fn Table III. (p. 18) is recorded the number of pounds of each kind
Of food consumed during the periods of feeding the first crop of
clover. It will be seen that the four animals ate the following
amounts of food:
First-crop clover 3,401.5 pounds.
Bran 1,010.0 pounds.
Corn meal 2,020.0 pounds.
Total 6,431.5 pounds.
Comparing these figures with Table IV, which gives the number
of pounds of each kind of food consumed during the periods of feed-
ing the second crop of clover, we have the following:
Second-crop clover 1,059.25 pounds.
Wheat straw .....•.....•........... 1,076.75 pounds.
Bran , 1,008.50 pounds.
Corn meal . 2,316.50 poundR.
Total. 5,461.00 pounds.
Comparing these figures with the loss or gain in weight, which
is shown in Tables III, IV, and V. (on p. 20) we have the following
interesting group of figures:
TOTALS OF FOOD CONSUMED AND GAIN IN WEIGHT IN POUNDS.
Period. Clover.
First crop. . . . . . . 3,401.50
Second crop..... 1,059.25 1,076.75
According to these figures:
It required of first crop of clover and grain, 10 pounds of food
to 1 pound of gain.
It required of second crop of clover and grain, 54.6 pounds of
food to 1 pound of gain.
Straw. Corn Meal.
2,1120.00
2,316.50
Bran.
1,010.00
1,008.50
Gain.
638.0
100.0
TABLE II.
WATER DRUNK AND FOOD EATEN FOR EACH PERIOD.
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To Sh0W more clearly the effects of each kind of fodder, that is if it is possible to assign any marked differ-
ences to the clover, these foods are separated into two classes, based on the clover.
TABLE III.
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TABLE V.
WEIGHTS OF STEERS FOR EACH PERIOD, WITH POUND-GAINS
FROM PERIOD TO PERIOD.
SUMMARY. . \
A careful examination of the data bearing on this eCCr nment
apparently shows that:
1St. First crop of clover is more relished by steers than is the
second crop.
2nd. That where the first crop of clover was fed, it required only
about 10 pounds of food to make I pound of gain, but when the
second crop of clover was fed, 54.6 pounds of food were required to
make one pound of gain.
3d. Feeding second crop of clover caused salivation, and the
food was not relished.
4th. Chemical analyses of the clovers fed show no material dif-
ferences in composition such as might reasonably be supposed to
exist and might account for the salivation. An excess of nitroge-
nous matter has been supposed to cause this, but such does not
exist here.
5th. That while wheat straw was relished when fed with the
second crop of clover. it did not, as fed, tend to lessen the injuri-
ous effects of the latter.
The work outlined above was carried on, under my direction, by
Mr. W. N. Price, to whom I am indebted for the weighings and
feedings.
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TEXAS BLUE-GRASS-POA ARACHNIFERA.
DIVISION OF BOTANY AND HORTICULTURE.
I. PASTURE GRASSES.
BY F. LAMSON-SCRIBNER.
Texas Blue-grass.-Poa arachmfera.
(PLATE 1.*)
Those desiring a permanent pasture-grass for fall and winter
grazing,especially in the middle and western parts of the State, will
hardly find anything superior to Texas blue-grass. It is deep-
rooted, with strong creeping rhizomes, and consequently forms a
dense turf; it stands, without injury, the hottest and dryest sum-
mers, and the cold of our winters appears not to cffect it in the least.
There is no grass in our trial plots which at this season (middle of
January) is so green and fresh in appearance. Its dense mass of
root-leaves. now fully two feet long, are of a deep rich green, and
stand in striking contrast with those of Kentucky blue-grass close
by, these being short, and seared by frequent frosts.
Texas blue-grass is strictly an American grass. and was discov-
ered just forty years ago near the head waters of the Trinity river
in northern Texas. Its near botanical relation with our Kentucky
blue-grass suggested the name by which it is designated. It is a
Poa, and specifically Poa arachni.fera, the specific name having ref-
erence to the long and dense growth of cobwebby hairs which
usually surround the flowers. The presence of these hairs renders
it practically impossible to sow the seed in the ordinary way; if
used, they have to be planted like garden seed, which is a tedious
way to sow grass. A better and more certain way of propagation
is by sets or sad cuttings. These may be set out. as one would
sweet potato slips, in February or March, in rows two and one-half
feet apart, and ten inches distant in the rows. By the autumn fol-
lowing, the grass will generally cover the whole ground.
Mr. George H. Hogan, of Ennis, Texas, was among the first to
cultivate this grass, and after a dozen years' experience with it he
says: "Of all the grasses indigenous to our country, the Poa arach-
mfera stands first as a winter grass. With each succet'ding year I
am more and more convinced of its merits."
* Plates I and H are from H The Grasses of North America;' by Dr. \V. J. Beal.
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It is a very early grass, blossoming here in April, and seeding
during the followir-g month.
Mr. J. L. Thomas, of this city, has had this grass under cultivation
for four years, and he has very kindly stated to us his experience ,
with it. He planted by root cuttings; tried seed with but poor results.
The grass was readily established by the roots, and held its own
well against weeds and other grasses, "taking the ground." It has
remained green through summer and winter, appearing to grow
best during the fall and winter months. It is a grass of no value
for hay, not being at all adapted for cutting; it is, however, of
special value for winter grazing, horses and calves (the only sto~k
tried) appearing to like it quite as well as other grasses.
We would be very glad to hear. the experience of others in the
State who have cultivated this Texas blue-grass.
Chemical analysis of Texas blue-grass, made by Dr. Clifford
Richardson, from Report of U. S. Department of Agriculture:
COMPOSITION OF DRY MATTER.
Ash '" '" 11.G2
Fat........... 3.71
Nitrogenous free extract 42.16
Crude fibre 31.89
Albuminoids '" 10'61
Total nitrogen.. . . . .. 1.70
Non-albuminoid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
Per cent. of nitrogen as non-albuminoids .
COMPOSITION OF FRESH SUEST ANCE OR HAY.
Water 14.30
Ash.......................... 9.911
Fat. ... ... ... .... . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 3.18
Nitrogenous free extract.... 3G.13
Crude fibre 27.;~a
Albuminoids .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. 9.10
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Figure A, in our plate illustrates an entire plant, showing the
strong creeping rhizomes. a, is an enlarged figure of one of the spike-
lets, and b, shows one of the florets, with the long, interlaced and
webby hairs at the base.
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VELVET GRASS-HoLCUS LANATUS.
Velvet Grass.-Holcus lana/us.
(PLATE II.)
Last summer a correspondent sent us specimens of this grass
under the name of Hungarian blue-grass, and stated that his neigh-
bors were collecting the seed from plants which were growing
spontaneously in his locality, with the view of cultivating it. We
have seen this grass growing on Roan Mountain, doubtless intro-
duced there with other cultivated grasses. for it is not a nativE<,
although it has become fairly common in the eastern part of the
State, so we are told.
Velvet-grass is of a peculiar and striking appearance, and likely
to attract the attention of the most casual observer. All its parts-
stem, leaves and flowers-are clothed with a whitish, soft down. so
that to the touch it is like velvet; whence the common name,
Vel vet-grass For the same reason we hear it sometimes called
'Vooly Soft-grass, or Meadow Soft-grass. It is much paler in color
than most grasses, particularly the flowers, for which reason it is
sometimes called White Timothy. The name Velvet Mesquit is
that by which it is well known in regions to the south of us.
Velvet-grass is a perennial which has come to us from Europer
making itself quite at home in the eastern portion of our country.
It makes a rank growth on rich, moist lands, but its cultivation,
especially alone, is not recommended except on peaty soils or sandy
lands where better sorts will not thrive. It is an early grass. and
its perennial character has caused it to be used to some extent in
mixtures for permanent pasture. Its habit of forming tussocks
renders it objectionable in meadows, both because it becomes
unsightly in appearance and difficult to mow; and for the same
reason it is to be avoided in the lawn. The published opinions
respecting this grass vary considerably, some commending it highly,
others, and among these are included our best authorities. pro-
nouncing it a worthless grass on all good soils, where better plants
may be grown. Except for rare and special purposes, as in certain
mixtures, or on particular soils. it is best. not to use it at all.
In our plate A. shows an entire plant, somewhat reduced in size.
a, a single spikelet; b, a spikelet with the outer glumes removed.
Tennessee Fescue or Glaucous Creeping Fescue.
Festuca rubra, var. glaucescens.
(PLA TE III.)
The genus Festuca furnishes a number of species which are valua-
ble either for hay or grazing. The one most highly prized and
widely cultivated is the Tall Fescue, better known,as Randall grass,
or English Blue-grass. It is a species well adapted to deep, rich
soils, and on such yields abundantly. We will at some future time
treat this grass more fully, as it deserves, but now we wish to call
special attention to a native species, illustrated on the plate oppo-
site, which we believe possesses special rnerit as a permanent pas-
ture grass, and well worth the attention of our farmers, at least in
the middle and upper districts.
This grass was first discovered growing on the limestone cliffs
along the Cumberland river, near Nashville, iv r867, by our good
friend Dr. A. Gattinger, the veteran botanist of the State, and to
whom the State owes much for his untiring zeal in developing and
bringing to the knowledge of the world her botanical resources.
Of the grass in question Dr. Gattinger writes, "I have never seen it
in the mountains and valleys of East Tennessee. It seems also to
be restricted here in Middle Tennessee to the immediate borders of
water courses. I have often thought that its broader habitat must
be along the upper course of the Cumberland river and its upper
tribu tari es."
Just what the natural range of this grass is in the State remains
to be determined, but it is enough for us now to have found it, and
to have secured, through the kind assistance of the discoverer, a
quantity of the roots, in the form of sods, for a trial culture here
at the Station. We shall test it here along with other native and
cultivated grasses. and although our soil is not like that in which
we believe it will prove most valuable, we hope to be able to pass
judgment more definitely upon its merits through our experiments.
This grass, which we have ventured to call Tennessee Fescue,
because It is here brought to the attention of the farmers for the
first time (not because this particular variety is limited to our State,
although it has not elsewhere been noted in this country even by
botanists)isa near relative of the Red or Creeping Fescue of Europe,
and, Iike that, has a creeping or stoloniferous root. It is therefore
an excellent turf-forming grass with good staying qualities, and will
doubtless withstand well the tramping of stock. In our latitude
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it remains green the year round, being little affected by drought
or the severe cold of winter, and its great mass of fine root-leaves
will yield rich grazing wherever it is allowed to become well estab-
lished. Its flowering stems grow to the hight of two feet or more;
it blossoms in. May, maturing its seed in July. It is to be recom-
mended only for pastures, but there, especially upon worn out soils
and hill-slopes, we are confident that it will prove of great value.
Referring to the plate: A, illustrates, much reduced in size, a
single flowering stalk, with some of the root leaves and sterile
shoots; a, and b, are enlarged representations of the spikelets or
flowers; c, is a magnified view of a transverse section of a leaf from
one of the sterile shoots.
Plozurightia morbosa
II. BLAOK-KNOT OF THE PLUM AND OHERRY.
(PLATE IV *)
The black-knot of the plum and cherry is one of the most strik-
ing and familiar of the fungus diseases which attack our cultivated
plants. That it is a fungus disease there is no longer any question,
although for a long time the trouble was thought by many to be
due to the attacks of insects. It is a parasitic plant, belonging to
the great group of plants called fungi, that causes the development
of the black knots, and its characters and habits have been closely
studied by mycologists. and are now very well understood.
In the Eastern and Middle States this disease is of common occur-
rence and is often very destructive. Here it is much less frequent.
In the vicinity of the Station we have seen very little of it, but we
have heard of the disease in other parts of Tennessee. with reports
that it was becoming more and more abundant and destructive
each year "Wild plum and cherry trees are attacked by the disease,
and from these it may spread to the cultivated sorts; the disease
may also be carried to new localities by the introduction of un-
healthy nursery stock.
The general and outward appearance 'of the fully developed
knots is shown in figure A, Plate IV. The bent condition of the
more slender branch in the figure is due to the more rapid growth
of the tissues on the affected side. The knots are often very much
larger than those shown in the plate, and not infrequently they.
completely surround the branches. The surface of the knots is
black, more or less irregular, and free from bark excepting. perhaps,
here and there a fragment which has been carried up with their
growth. Around the base of the knots one will find the raised and
broken edges of the bark of the branch, showing that they (the
knots) originated beneath it. If closely examined, the surface of
the mature knots will be seen to be studded with slightly elevated
and rounded projections, imparting to it a pimply appearance.
Each one of these little pimples represents a fruit of the fungus,
which is many, many seeded.
In figure c, are shown three of these little fruits as seen in section
and considerably magnified. They have thick, black walls, and
at the top of pach is a small opening (0, in the figure) through
*Figures A, c, and dare [1'0111 ·'Orchard and Garden;" a\ C, and b are after Farlow.
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which the seeds, or spores, as the seeds of fungi are called,
escape when ripe. In the interior or cavity formed by the fruit
walls there are a great number of delicate, elongated sacks, and it
is within these that the minute spores are formed, usually eight in
each sack. Three of these sacks, within which the spores may be
seen, as their walls are perfectly transparent, are shown, very
highly magnified, in figure d; in reality each sack is hardly more
than one-three hundredths of an inch long or high. The spores,
which consist of two cells of very unequal size, are, of course,
exceedingly minute, Five of these spores, two of which are ger-
minating. are shown in figure e.
The description just given is that of the mature stage in the
development of the fungus. There are other and earlier stages, in
which spores or reproductive bodies, quite unlike those just
descrrbed. are produced. One kind is borne on dark olive-green
stalks which, during the period of their formation, cover the knots
so thickly that their surfaces resemble silk plush or velvet. Figure
a, illllstrates three of these stalks with the spores attached; they
are, as shown, vcry much magnified.
Othcr spores, supposed to belong to this fungus of Black-knot,
represented by figure b, are formed within cavities in the substance
of the fungus similar to those in which those of the mature stage
are produced. These are termeu stylospores.
Sometime during the summer the spores of the Black-knot fun-
gus, which have found lodgment in the crevices of the bark of the
trees, germinate and push their germ-tubes into the cambium or
growing layer just underneath the bark, and the action of the fun-
gus growth upon the living cells of the cambium excite these into
rapid and irregular development, resulting finally in the production
of the well-known knots. By autumn the increased growth of the
cambium is often externally manifest as a slight swelling along the
branches; little change occurs during the winter, but in the spring
followir.g, the swellings begin to enlarge rapidly, and often attain
their full size in a few weeks.
The bark covering the forming knots expands for a time with
thcir growth. but is finally burst asunder, exposing the diseased
tissues composing them. The fungus itself continues alive and
active throughout the summer and following winter, when the
spores of the mature stage. referred to above, are produced, after
which the parasite dies, and there is left a mass of open, dead
tissues which offer protection and support to various insects that
are likely to adG to the injury already occasioned.
The fungus of Black-knot is remarkably well supplied with
means for reproduction, each spore produced being capable of
developing a new fungus growth and consequent "knot," if it falls
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under proper conditions. To prevent this spread of the disease we
ought to remove and destroy at once the knots wherever they may
appear, both from our orchards and from all wild trees that may
be growing in the vicinity.
The knots on a single wild tree may yield spores enough to infect
the cultivated trees of an entire county. Badly diseased trees of
either sort should be cut down and the knots burnt, or otherwise
destroyed, at once. When there is only here and there a branch
that is diseased, these alone may be removed with a saw or knife,
the knots destroyed, and the trees then disinfected by a thorough
washing with the Bordeaux mixture, or, if the work be done in
the winter, with a very strong (30 to 50 per cent.) solution of sul-
phate of iron. These solutions, if well applied with a strong force
pump, will doubtless destroy, or at least prevent the germination
of, any of the fungus spores that may be resting on the bark a wait-
ing suitable conditions for development. The same solutions, if
applied directly to the newly developed knots, would probably pre-
vent the formation of the spores, but would ~ot be likely to check
the growth of the fungus occupying the deeper tissues. The spread
of the disease might thus be prevented, but the injury then going
on could not be checked. The knots ought to be removed on
account of the attraction they offer to insects, if for no other
reason. When the swellings appear on the larger limbs and trunks
of the trees, cut them carefully out, extending the cut from two to
three inches above and below the knots; and then paint the wounds,
first with a strong solution of iron SUlphate, and then with some
oil paint.
From the contagious character of the disease it can be stamped
out only by concerted action, and the extent of the losses which it
may occasion. when well established, make it a subject for
State consideration. Now is the time to take action on this matter
in Tennessee. Her fruit interests are too important not to demand
the protection which the State can give by stamping out the dis-
ease in the sections where it now exists, and by preventing its fur-
ther introduction through diseased nursery stock.
III. PRUNING FRUIT TREES.
SIR :-In complying with your request for a bricf report frOll>
me illustrative of some feature of the work of the horticultural
department of the Station, lowe it to· myself to state that it is
scarcely more than two months since I entered upon my present
duties. You will, therefore, readily understand how difficult it is
for me to select a subject directly conected with the Station work
that will be of general interest.
In Bulletin NO.5, recently issued, I gave an account of the
young trees in the Station orchard, together with brief descriptions.
of the varieties rcpresented. This orchard was plowed during the
fine wcather in November; the trees were mulched with well-rotted
manure, and carefully pruned soon after the leaves had dropped.
This last operation has suggested that a brief chapter here on the
principles and practice of pruning may be of some service to those
who possess fruit-trees demand1l1g immediate attention, and I
respectfully present the following:
Pruning Fruit Trees.
Pruning is one of the most important operations connected with
the management of fruit-trees. From the time the graft produces
its first shoots, through all the successive stages of growth, in the
nursery and orchard, pruning, to some extent. is necessary, in order
to secure healthy, well-formed, and productive trees. It is by no
means difficult, if a careful study is made of the habits of growth,
and the mode of fruit-bearing of the various trees with which we
have to deal. When this knowledge is acquired. the only things
essential to rapid and judicious trimming are, a pruning saw,
knife, shears, and good judgment, or practical common sense.
PRUNING YOUNG TREES AT TRANSPLA~TING.
"\Then young trees are dug from the nursery, the roots are always
more or less bruised and broken. These bruised and torn parts
should be entirely removed, or pared smooth with a sharp knife,
to avoid decay, and to induce healthy and vigorous growth. A
proper pruning of the top, at the same time, is also essential. In
digging the trees from the ground, most of the roots and small
feeding fibres are necessarily severed and left behind, and if the
top is not correspondingly pruned, a proper balance cannot be res-
tored, and the tree will become stunted and sickly from an insuffi-
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ciency of pla:qt-food that the few, feeble, broken roots are able to
supply. Judgment must be exercised in this operation, for if too
many healthy and vigorous branches are removed or cut back too
much, the roots will not spread and penetrate freely through the
soil. Some trees may be cut back and pruned more severely than
others. The peach, for example, may have at least two-thirds of
its growth cut away without detriment at the time. of transplant-
ing; but this ;;tmount removed from the cherry would result, very
probably, in the destruction of the tree.
PRUNIKG AFTER TRANSPLANTING.
Previous to the time of transplanting, the fruit-culturist, if he has
not raised his own stock. has had no control whatever on the train-
ing of thc young trees. But now he has sole charge of them, and
by the proper use of the knife and pruning shears, may mould
them into almost any desired form.
There are several objects in pruning. In young trees, we prune
to reduce the vigor in one part of the head, and to encourage
growth in another and weaker part, thus securing a symmetrical
form. vVe prune to remove superfluous and useless shoots, so·that
air and ligh t may freely penetrate the top, producing a more vig-
orous and desirable growth. \Ve prune to remove all dead and
diseased branches, 'shieh are always detrimental to young trees.
vVeprune to secure an even distribution of branches upon the main
lim bs. An immediate effect of pruning is to direct the course of
the sap, which has been previously used in the branches removed,
into those limbs which are designed to form permanent and fruit-
bearing branches of the tree. It is important that such a diver-
sion of the sap be accomplished before the shoots to be removed
attain any considerable size. The sap utilized in these unneces-
sary limbs is not only 'wasted, but the whole tree is checked in
growth, to a certain extent, when such large branches are severed.
This immediate result may be obviated by summer pruning, which
is effected by pinching off the soft ends of the shoots disposed to
take the lead. and by rUbbing' away all other shoots as soon as they
appear. A large number of trees may be treated in the above man-
ner at a very small expenditure of time and labor.
a
PRlTKIKG liEARl:\fG TREES.
Most of the points referred to under the previous headings apply
equally well in the prun,ng of bearing fruit-trees. In old trees, we
not only prune to secure equality and symmetry, to remove all dead
and diseased branches, but we prune to induce or diminish fruit-
fulness. If the orchard has been properly and frequently pruned
during the earli~r stages of growth, trimming at this time will
consist in simply rubbing off the succulent shoots as soon as they
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f<>r111.Rut such perfectly pruned orchards arc rare. Trecs may
be seen all through the country that.have nevcr bcen touchcd with
the shears or saw, and if the work has been done. it was accom-
plished with a C0111monaxc, vcry probably, little care being exer-
cised in forming a symmetrical and wcll-balanced head. Largc
branches should not be cut away, except when it is absolutely nec-
essary. But the compact heads found in some old neglected
orchards necessitates the removal of a few large limbs. It .is
sometimes difficult to select the proper limbs to be removed. In
such cases the tree should be carefully studied before commencing
operations. An ordinary pruning saw may be used in makl11g the
incisions. The limb should not be cut so that a large portion of
its base re,nains which will require a second pruning, nor so close
to the main stem as to injure its wood. A little practice in trim_
ming will soon enable one to make a judicious selection of the
limbs, and to cffect their rcmoval in the proper manner. vVhen
large branches are severed, the surface of the cuts should be parcel
smooth with a knife to facilitate healing, and to prevent water
from soaking in, which is liable to cause decay that may spread
to the branch or main limbs, thus resulting in a serious injury to
the tree.
WHEN TO l'RFl\E.
:\1any theories have been advanced as to the best season to prune.
Some growers advocate pruning whenever the knife is sharp. But
a careful study of the physiology of fruit trees is sufficient to show
that this is an undesirable practice, unless the knife happens to be
sharp only during the dormant state of vegetation. Summer prun-
ing. or pinching is neccssary, to somc extcnt: in order to secure
well-pruned hcads; but to givc an old bcaring orchard a sevcre trim-
ming at this season is certain to result in a matenal check of growth.
Large .limbs should not be removed when therc is a full flow of
sap. for ach-entitious buds are now easily excited into activity, and
many small shoots will be produced by the severing of the wood,
thus defeating the objects of our work. Pruning in this mild cli-
mate may be performed any time after the leaves drop, until vege-
tation begins, in the spring.
Respectfully,
PROF. F. LA~ISON-SCRIBNER.
Director.
R. L. WATTS,
Horticulturist.
IHVlSION OF ENl'OMOLOGY.
THE GLASSY-WINGED SOLDIER-BUG.
BY PHOF. H. E. SUMMERS.
An insect often seen by the grape-grower upon the leaves of the
vine, but not so frequently recognized by him as a friend, is the
Glassy-winged Soldier-Bug (H)!aliodes vitripemlis Say). This insect
belongs to the suborder Heteroptera, or true bugs. Its form is
well shown in the accompanying figures. Fi'!ure
2 shows the nymph, or immatnre bug, and figure 3
the imago, or adult. The colors are quite variable;
figure 3 shows the most common pattern. Here
the head is reddish, with the eyes, a band across
the hinder part, and
two spots, one on
FIG. 2. each side, ncar the
Nymph 01" Hyaliodcs front corners of the
1.J/trijennis. bl 1 '1'1
(al"tcr Hiley.) eyes, ac c le an-
tenna: (t h e two
"horns" attached in front of the
eyes) usually h8-ve the first j0111t
deep red, the other three joints dark
brown or black; usually the hase of
each joint is paler.
The pro71otu11l (the upper part of
the body just behind the head,
and extending back to the bases, or
points of attachment, 'of the wings)
is black in frout, and n,d or gTeen-
ish yellow. with usually a broad
hlack band along the middle, be-
hind; the middle black band varies
much in width, and is sometimes
entirely absent. FIG. 3·
The scutellum (the triangul8-r piece Hyaliodes vitripen",:s.
just behind the pronotum, between the bases of the wings) IS
black. with a yellow patch ncar its hinder angle; this patch is
sornetimes enlarged until it covers nearly the whole scutellum.
/)l-~
1 J \,
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The legs, with the exception of the front thighs, which are
partly dark brown or black, and nearly the whole underside of
the body, are pale greenish yellow.
The Izemelytra (upper or front wings) are nearly transparent
(whence the name "glassy-winged") with a dark band along the
inner margin in front, which becomes narrower and crosses the
wing to its outer margin at about its middle. There are also rose-
colored patches at the tips of the hemelytra.
The majority of the species of the family Capsida;, or plant bugs,
to which this insect belongs, are vegetab)e fceder::;, and hence
usually enemies of the farmer; but a few. of which this species is
a prom incn t exam pIe, are carni vorous, or animal feeders.
The Glassy-winged Soldier-bug is found not only on the
grape, both wild and cultivated, but on various species of
oak. Its habits on the cultivated grape were first described
by Riley, in the 3rd Missouri Report, p. 137. It is found
mostly running about on thc under sidc of the leaves, feeding
frcely on the numerous leaf-hoppers that infest the vine. The
nymph and imago are equally voracious, and the dried skins
of their victims may often be found in great numbers sti]] cling-
ing to the leaves. Often when the leaf-hoppers have become
abundant, and are beginning to seriously injure the vines, the
little soldier-bugs wi]] suddenly appear in increasing numbers, and
beg:n their work of extermination. In such cases it is better to
let them perform their work undisturhed, and not to attempt the
destruction of the hoppers hy artificial means, which would pro-
bably be less effectual, and destroy friend and foe alike.
DISEASES OF LIVE STOCK.
PROF. F. LA:\IS0X-SCRJHXFR, Dired(}r.
AGRICULTUIU.L EXPERIMENT STATION,
K"OXVIL LE, TENNESSEE:
SIR:-In resoponsc to a tclcgram froni you. I visited Tennessee
for the purpose of investigating a elisease of horses and cattle
reported as causing great loss in different sections of the State.
In order to acquaint myself with the nature and cause of the
trouble, I visited :YIonroe county, on January 2nd, where many
cascs were reported to have occurred in Xovem bcr and Decem bel'.
From the citizens of Sweetwater and the surrounding country, I
learned that during the fall and early winter, (about the time cat-
tle were turned into corn-stalk fields, and new corn was being fed),
several cases of what the people called "Staggers," had occurred in
horses, mules and cattlc. At the time of my visit thc disease had
about ceased to be heard of. I could find no acute cases, and no
opportunity occurrcd for holding a post-mortcm examination. The
symptoms in horses and mules, as described to me, indicate that
the disease was what is annually met with in Virginia, North and
South Carolina, and some other States. and called by the stockmen
"Staggers," or sometimes "Blind-Staggers." The symptoms are those
of an acute inflammation of the brain and spinal cord. More cases
occurred in cattle than in hor3es or mules, and in these animals the
symptoms indicate more acute disease of the spinal cord than of the
brain. In horses and mules the disease was almost nniformly fatal;
in cattle, most of the affected animals recovered. I was told that in:
some portions of the county the disease had been very prevalent,
and that a great loss had been reported through the papers in
'White county. Dr. Sims, of the State Board of Health, informed
me that several cases had occurred on his farm in the vicinity of
Chattanooga, and from a circular letter, sent out by the Board
to different counties, requesting that specimens of tissue taken
from animals having the disease be sent to Dr. J. E. Reeves for
microscopical examination, I learn that the disease has occurred
in most sections of the State.
After conversing with parties in Sweetwater and vicinity who>
had lost animals. and considering the reports from different parts
of the State, I am convinced that the disease affecting horses and
mules is the same as the disease called "Staggers" in the States
previously mentioned. The disease affecting cattle appears to be
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a different trouhle, and is very probably the same as the trouble·
which annually appears in some of the northwestern States, and
which is by some called the "corn-stalk" disease This is caused
by turning cattle into stalk-iields, and is morc prevalent some
years than others. In somc sections of the country the loss is
often severe. As many stalk-iields contal11 great quantities of eorn-
SlJlut, and cattle seem to bc very fond of it, it has been, by many,
supposed to bc the cause of the disease. I found that many farm-
ers in Tennessee hold this view. I was told byevery one of whom
1 inc]uirec1, that smut was present in much gTeater quantities than
usual on corn, and some also stated that crab-grass was affected.
ft has never been ct"efinitely determined what effect smut has upon
the animal economy, when taken in larg'e quantities. This question
having arisen in connection with a cattle disease in 1869,Prof.John
Gamgee, who was then in thc employ of the Department of Agricul-
t uHe at \Vashi ngton, undertook somc feeding experiments with
. this end in view. He fed ..).2 pounds of smut to two cows in three
weeks, i. e., 21 pounds of smut to each cow, without any bad effects
lleing shown. As we cannot conceive of an animal being able to
obtain that LlJUOllntof smut in a stalk-field, this experiment tenc1s
to prove that smut has nothing to do with thc cause of the disease.
ft is gencrally accepted by \'eterinarians that smut, if at all
detrimental, simply acts mechanically. by producing, on account
of its dryness, constipation. IJr. F. S. Billings, 'while at the l'ni-
versity of Nebraska, pllblished an article, in wljch he states that
the discase in question is due to a micro-organism which cattle g'et
111'eating the corn-blades, etc. ::\Toothcr investigation has as yet
conf1rmcd this view, and thc correctness of it rcmains to be deter-
lTl ined.
The "Staggers" of horses and mules. I found, by men with whom
I conversed, attributed to the feeding' of "rotten" or damaged corn.
:\lost of the cases occurring in South Carolina are supposcd to be
clue to the same cause, and in all cases damaged food of some kind
is supposec1 to be the origin of the tremble.
After earehllly examining' the literature at my command, and
considering the many letters which I have received in the past
three years, and conversing with parties \vho have lost animals,-
in fact. after learning what I can about the disease without hold-
ing post-mortem examinations and conducting experiments, I am
of the opinion that the exciting cause is a cryptogamic plant which
develops on or in the food which the animals eat. This fungus may
rcsemble the moulds, or may be some micro-o:-ganisl11 (bacteria).
I do not think that corn-smut plays any part in causing the dis_
ease, but as both "Staggers" and the "eorn-stalk" disease can
usually be traced to bad food, we can safely conclude tlzat the path-
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ogenieprinciple must be looked for in the food. Whether the disease
symptoms are produced by the development of a pathogenic fun-
gus in the body of the sick animal, or whether the symptoms are
due to a poison (ptomaine) which is produced during the growth
of the fungus on the food (grass, corn-stalks, blades, etc., kernels
and cob of ear, and possibly oats), we are not at present able to
say. In some cases the symptoms would seem to indicate that the
animal suffered from the effects of a narcotic poison. This would
lead to the supposition that the disease is due to a vegetable alka-
loid or ptomaine. In order to arrive at any definite conclusions in
regard to this matter, the whole subject must be thoroughly inves-
tigated.
Feeding experiments should be performed by feeding the sus-
pected food to healthy animals, and such food should be examined
microscopically to detect the prescnce of fungi, and also examined
chemically to detect the presence of alkaloids or ptomaines. If
the disease is produced by feeding suspected food, then careful
post-mortem examinations should be held, specimens of tissue
examined microscopically to detect organisms, and cultures should
be made for the purpose of obtaining the organism, if any be
prescnt. Until this work can be done we can hope to learn but
little in regard to the trouble. As no work of this kind could be
done while I was in Tennessec, nothing new was learned.
To sum up. we may say that all we know in regard to the disease
is, that in some years, usually in November and December, horses
and mules (principally horses), when fed damaged corn or hay, are
liable to coiltract a fatal form of brain trouble; that cattle. when
turned into stalk-fields, or fed on fodder, are also liable to a form
of disease which usually proves fatal. Prevention is easier than a
cure; most of the cases prove fatal, and consequently medical
treatment is not of much value. In horses and mules, early
abstraction of blood from the jugular vein, the application of ice to
the head, and the administration of a brisk cathartic, consisting of
six or eight drachms of aloes, sometimes does good, and may save
animals having the disease in a mild form. In cattle, about the same
treatment is applicable. except that instead of aloes one pound of
Epsom salts should be given. If food which is thought may cause
the disease has to be fed, the bowels should be kept loose by feed-
ing bran mashes. and by giving an occasional dose of aloes to the
horse and mule, and Epsom salts to cattle.
The only and proper way to entirely prevent the great loss which
often occurs is, not to feed damagedfood of any kind. It is to be hoped
that this disease will be so thoroughly understood that proper steps
can be taken to prevent its occurrence. Respectfully,
W. B. NILES, D. V. M., UnizJersity S. Car.
APPENDIX.
EXPERIMENT STATION RECORD.*
History and Reorganization.
BY THl<: lllR I·:CTOR.
Bulletin No. T, April ]8S8-(pp 1-5).
The Agricultural Experimcnt Station of the University of Ten-
nessee grew out of its School of Agriculture, IIortiClllturc. and
Botany Thc experimcntal work of this School was inaugurated
by Prof. J. .I'lL 1\lcBrydc, who was at its hcad from June, 1879, to
June,188z. Thrce re[)l)rts. IS0 to ZOO pages each, on experimental
work, for the most part field and feeding experiments, were pub-
lishcd during this periocl.
The Station never enjoyed any iixed or settled income until the
present year. The trustees of the University voted it such funds
as they could sparc, from ti mc to time, from the general treasury.
The amount from this source, not including salaries, which the
officers received as professors, was necessarily very limited. In
spite of these difficulties considerable and valuable work was done,
chiefly field and feediug' expcriments.
From 1883-87 the Station published a number of Bulletins and
reports.
Dehorning Cattle.
BY CHARLES s. PLUMB, B. s.
Bulletin NO.1, Aprd 1888.-: Pf. 5-16.) (.Illustrated)
The following are the conclusions drawn from the experiments
made at this Station:
1. The most desirable method of fastening an animal for dehorn-
ing, so as to keep it satisfactorily quiet, is to cast it, bind the
feet firmly together, and hold the head in a halter, close to the
ground, either by the hands, or by placing a plank across the neck.
To then remove the horn uppermost, and by means of a rope of
sufficient length, fastened where the feet come together, to turn
the animal upon the other side, and remove the remaining horn.
z. For removing the horns, an ordinary meat saw, with a set
screw in the end of the blade furthest from the handle that will
enable the blade to be tightened, but not to turn from side to side,
is perfectly satisfactory. A strong running-noose rope halter, and
*Taken from the official Reports of the United States Department of Agriculture, office of
Experiment Station.
abont twenty feet of five-eighths and ten feet of three-eighths inch
rope are also necessary.
')' The horns should be removed as close to the head as possible,
without cutting the sknll proper. It is best to cut dCJ\ynfrom one-
fonrth to one-half inch of flesh, at the base of the horn. The saw-
ing should be done rapidly, and with long sweeps of the arm, if
p()ssibl'~
4. Animals one and two years of age appear to suffer considera-
1;1.1' in rlchurning. The painfnl eltects decrease with increase of
age, so that an animal ten years old may suJter bnt very little.
This is owing to the layer of J1l'sh surrounding,the base of the
horn, which is much thicker in young than old animals. Dehorn-
ing causes an abnormal increase of pulsation and tenlperature,
which extcnds o\'cr se\'eral clays. The appetite is also affected
during the t\yenty-four hours succeeding the operation.
5. Dehorning is more especially to l)e lecommended for those
animals that are of \-iciollS temperament, that are what are termed
"masters;" to he applied to bulls, and to 1)ee[ animals that are to
be kept quiet and closely stabled or shipped
6, From e\·idence C]noted from other sources, it appears that
dehorning is not necessarily a cruel practice, but may be conducted
to promote ends that arc both humane and desirable in live-stock
breeding.
The Experiment Station, Building and Laboratories.
BY THE lliRECTOR.
Blilidill lVo. 2, :t11!.1' I SS8, (p/,. 17-20) (Illustrated).
An account of the excellent Station building, which was com-
pleted in November, 10SS.
Germination of Seed-corn.
BY (;. S. I'LU"IIl. Il. S
Billie/iII lVo. 2. July 18SS, (pp. 20-25).
On December I, 18S7, circnlars were sent to [armel's in Tennessee
whose addresses could be obtained, requesting them to favor the
University as follows: To sene! central sections, about an inch in
length, from about five ears of corn, such as' would be used for seed
the next year, either from crib, field, or wherever the seed-corn
migh t be stored. Particulars were also recl1lested concerning the
location o[ the corn-field, soil UpOll which grown, method of har-
vesting, preservation, etc.
The plan was tu secure seed from as many persons as possible,
and germinate. Every year many acres of corn have to be replanted,
owing to improper methods of preserving seed. It was thought
that by securing seed from various parties and germinating we
could get a fair general idea, from information furnished, of the
.•
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best practical plan in use of keeping corn over winter for spring
planting'.
Seed was received from sixteen different counties and seventeen
persons.
The article contains extracts from the letters of parties sending
seed. and tables gi ving in detail the results of the tests made. The
following arc the conclusions drawn:
1. That, so far as sample seed-corn from sixteen different coun-
ties in Tennessee give a fair average of the condition of the seed
of the State, the vitality of that produced by the crop of 1887 is
high
2. The evidence is in favor of storing' ear-corn without the husk
for seed purposes, though the results corning from the two methods
differ very slightly and to no practical extent.
3. That it is customary for farmers to preserve their seed-corn
in as dry condition as possible under shelter, preferably in a high
airy place.
Analyses of Commercial Fertilizers.
Bulldill i\To. 2, yuh 1808, (pf'. 25-27).
The article contains tal)lcs showing the results of the hventy
analyses made in the season of J 087-80.
Preliminary Report on the Weeds of the Farm.
LV 1<'.L.\\!SO:'\-SCRII:NER, J:. S., '\:\!) C L. l'EW~L\:'\, J:. s.
Bill/dill j\T{I. :; Odo/la, J800, (p/,. 2')-52).
The Bulletin contains a list of the wceds found on the University
far Ill, with a description of each variety, and illustrations of some
of the more common species.
Notes on Fertilizers and Fertilizing Materials.
w. E. STONE, 1'11.n.
Bulletill 11(1!. II, .No. I, Yall/tal)!. 100').-( PP 3-24).
This contains analyses of fertilizing materials available to farm-
ers of Tennessee, made with the purpose of pointing out their
"characteristic and valuable features," in order that farmers may
have a "basis for the more intelligent purchase and use of fertil-
izers." The samples analyzed were either sent to the Station by
the Commissioner of Agriculture, or inq uiring farmers, or furnished
by dealers and manufacturers. The nature and uses of fertilizers
are explained, and the trade values for 1888, as adopted by the sta-
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tions in Connecticut, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, stated. Results
are given of the analyses of twenty-four kinds of commercial fer-
tilizers, and of cotton-seed meal, cotton·hull ashes, plaster, marl.
Thomas-slag. tankage, animal manures, and tannery waste. Accord-
ing to the State Act regarding the sale and inspection of commer-
cial fertilizers, the full text of which is printcd in the Bulletin, all
fertilizers sold within the State are to bear, plainly printed on the
bag or package, a statement of their chemical composition The
State law also provides that the Commissioner of Agriculture shall
prescribc a given per cent. of ammonia, potash. and available phos-
phoric acid, which the fertilizers must contain. At present the
requirement is, "that acid phosphates, or dissolved bones (not
ammoniated). 111UStcontain not less than twelve percent. of avail-
ahle phosphoric acid; and all ammoniatcd superphosphates must
contain not less than eight per ccnt. of available phosphoric acid,
two per cen t. of am l11onia.and one pcr cell t of potash; or if they con-
tain less than two per cent. of ammonia, 01' lcss than one per cent.
of potash, they 1llust then contain not less than ten per cent. of
available phosphoric acid." Attention is called to the nccessity of
utilizing 0-11 availablc waste products. "It is not good economy to
buy commcrcial fertilizers at $25 to $40 per ton, and allow the ma-
nure pilcs of the farm to lie exposed to the leaching effect of every
rain-storm." The great and rapid growth of the cotton-sced oil
industry. and the utilization of the cotton-seed hulls and meal, are
used to illustrate the value which may be found in what are
thought to be waste materials. A ton of cotton-seed meal has, at
a low estimate, a trade value of $23.50. while a tOll of cotton·hull
ashes is worth $29.97. The chief value of the latter consists in
their large percentage of potash.
These ashes are sent to the Northern States in large quantities,
where farmers have been quick to recognize their value, and where
they have become. to a certain extent, a substitute for Canadian
wood ashes. As the result of rather limited inquiry, they have not
been found on sale in this State. A manufacturing firm in West
Tennessee, which produces them inlarge quantities, writes: "They
are little, if any, used in the neighborhood of the mills. where they
are produced, but the market for this product is found in the
New England States, where it finds a ready sale at good figures."
A point to be learned from a study of these facts is, that
Tennessee farmers cannot afford to let a pound of these materials
go beyond the borders of the State. Why send this nitrogen. this
phosphoric acid and this potash away to the North, and then pur-
chase the same articles in fertilizers. the costly materials for
which have been imported from the coasts, or perhaps from beyond
the seas?
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Diseases of the Irish Potato.
F. LAMSON-SCRIBNER,B. s.
Bulletin Vol. iI, No 2. April, 1889-(/'P 27-43).
POTATOROT (Pllyto/,htlLOra i/~festalls)-:pp. 27-37).-This contains
an account of the life-history of the fungus which causes potato
rot, and advice rcgarding the treatment of the disease.
1. The life history of the fungus, briefly stated, is as follows:
The spores lighting upon the leaves of the potato. germinate in
drops of dew or rain, and the product of germination--the zoos-
pores-penetrate to the interior tissues of the plant, and after
growing for a time through these tissues, the m)Teliu11l sends out,
chiefly from the under surface of the leaves, slender fruiting
branches whereon are produced a new crop of spores. These may
carry the disease to the other plants in the field, or to other parts
of the same plant; that is, they may serve to spread the disease in
the tops, which we term blight, over the entire fi.eld, or by being
washed into the ground they may reaeh the tubers and cause the
rot. The fungus, once having' gained entrance to the tubers, may
or may not vegetate rapidly. Its preseuce, however, is soon made
evident by a browning of the flesh undcrlying the skin. and by a
more or less extensive discoloration and depression of the latter,
Under certain conditions the disease in the tubers may make no
further progress throughout the winter, but the mycelium of the
fungus remains alive and ready to renew its activity upon the first
favoring circumstances. Such potatoes may often be found in the
markets and are used for food every day, and it is too freqnently the
case that they are preserved for seed. Used for this latter pur-
pose they will hardly fail to affect the new crop and bring about a
new development of spores.
2. Treatment:
Select for planting a light, sandy loam or a soil which is well-
drained; plant only perfectly sound or disinfected seed; spray the
tops with Bordeaux mixture, or some preparation containing sul-
phate of copper; store in a cool dry place and keep dry.
A NEW DISEASEOF THE IRISH POTATO(pp. 37-43).-The new
disease was discovered among the potatoes obtained from the Uni-
versity farm, and is described as causing the tuber to wither, then
dry up and become hard. The skin is only partially discolored,
but the surface is covered with small pimples, each surrounded by
a depression. Sections through a diseased tuber revealed the fact
that the flesh was apparently sound, but slightly wilted. The only
discoloration of the flesh was immediately under the pimples: here
the tissues were brown. Under the microscope it was seen that
the brown areas were filled with nUU1erous little worms of various
sizes and in all stages of development.
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"These little worms," says the writer, "were at once recognized
as nematodes or thread-worms, and were evidently the cause of
the disease."
How did these worms get into the potatoes? Probably from the
soil ill which they were gTown, for it is known that many of the
parasitic nematodes spend a certain period of their existence under
gTound. It is very likely that they were first introduced into the
University farm through planting infected seed. The potatoes
infected were lleing saved for seed, and were these to be planted
they would certainly carry the worms to the new crop, and thus
perpetuate the disease.
(lwing to the limited knowledge of the life-history of the nema-
tode, the author says it is impossible to indicate any definite
course of treatment.
Cotton-Seed Hulls and Meal as Food for Live Stock.
W. F. STONE, I'I-I. D.
Blliidill Vol. fl. NO,3, July, 188<)-~( Pf'. 47-56.)
This cqntains an account of the results of inquiries concerning
thc usc of cotton-seed bulls and meal as food for live stock, as
practiced in the vicinity of oil mills at 1\lemphis, New Orleans,
Houston. Raleigh, Little J~ock, Atlanta. and elsewhcre in the
South. J\nalyses of the bulls and meal, and of manure from ani-
mals fed on hulls and meal, arc also given. The practice of feed-
ing cotton-seed hulls to ]i\'e stock seems to ha\'e bcgun as early as
1870, SOOll after the introduction of the oil industry. "But proba-
oly the tirst attempts at systematically feeding an exclusive ration
of hulls and meal on a large scale have been made within four or
five veal's." Thousands of cattle are HOW feel on these materials
in the vicinity of the oil-manufactnring centers. "The hulls con-
sist of fragments of seed-coats, one-sixteenth to one-fourth inch in
diamcter, of dark- brown color, very tough and leathery, an'd entan-
gled in a mass of cotton tibers which still adhcre to the outside of
the hulls. and which the ginning process fails to entirely remove,
It is apparently the dryest and most tasteless form of ani111al food
which could be found. In spite of this, it is said that animals
whicb have never seen the hull or meal before soon acquire an
eager appetite for them, and after a few days prefer,such a diet to
one composed of hay and corn. Probably this is due to the meal
rather than the hulls, which, as already noted, are well-nigh taste-
less."
The chemical analyses show that the hulls contain a large ex-
cess of non-nitrogenous matter, while in the meal there is an
equally large excess of protein; therefore when combined, the
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hulls and meal make a much better ration for stock than does
either used alone.
The manure obtained from this method of feeding is quite rich
in nitrogen. phosphoric acid, and potash Gardeners and planters
in the vicinity of the stock-yards arc loud in their praise of its
value.
Our investigations seen to justify the following conclusions:
1. The practice of feeding cotton-seed hulls and meal as an ex-
clusive diet is well established. and incrcasing in the vicinity of the
cell ten; of the cotton-seed oil ind ustry. AlI the informati on avail-
able indicates that the practice is economical and profitable.
2. It seems in no way harmful to the health of the animal, nor
to thehealthfu!ness of the products (beef and milk) resulting.
3. The diet seems acbpted both to the production of beef and
mutton as wel! as milk.
4. The average ration shoulc1 consist of 25 to 35 pounds of hulls,
and 5 to 8 pounds of meal daily
5. The hulls an, a cheap and effective substitue for hay.
6. The 11,anure produced by this system of feeding is an impor-
tant factor in considering its profitableness
Grasses of Mountain Meadows and Deer Parks.
F. L,\:\ISO~-SCR1BNER, B. S
Bul!dill Vol. JI,~Vo. 4, Odober, r889·-(pp· 59-67).
The high nutritive value of the pasturage on the elevated
meadows along the slopes of the mountains of Eastern Tennessee
and \Vestern North C<1rolina is we11attested by the fat and sleek
appearance of the thousands of horses, cattle and sheep which
range over these meadows from May to October. Similar concE-
tions exist in the mountain meadows among the Rocky l\-Iountains
(where such meadows are called "deer parks"), ~nd the Alps.
In July, r889, the author visited Roan Mountain, situated on the
border line between Tennessee and North Carolina, and found on
or near the summit of the mountain twenty-five species of grasses,
a list of whieh is given in the Bulletin ~otes on a number of
these grasscs are given, but especial attention is called to Tennessee
or Mountain Oat-grass (Dallt/lollia compressa). Analyses of samples
of D. compressa were made by the Station chemist, and ccnnpared
with those of D. spicata, Orchard grass (Dadylis glomerata), Timothy
(Phleum pratellse), and Herd's grass (Agrostis ZJu~~'aris),made else-
where.
The two species of Dalit/lOllia make a most favorable showing be-
side the others, and of the two, D. cOlltjJressa is evidently the better.
In protein and fat it shows a higher pe'rcentage than any of the
others, standing much higher than Timothy, while with only one
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slight exception (Herd's grass) the fibre it contains is lower. After
making all due allowances for variations in samples and in condi-
tions, the Danthonias, espccially D. .;ompressa, may be safely classed
with our most nutritious grasses."
Chemical Composition of Strawberries.
w. E. Sl'ONE, PH. D.--(pp. 69-77).
This inc! udes analyses of twenty varieties, showing the amount
of water and dry matter, and the composition of the dry matter.
The following table gives the. average of the results obtained:
Water nO.52 per cent.
Ury matter. . .. . 9.48 per cent.
Contained in ,try matter-glucose .. 4.78 per cent.
Increasc of glucose h~' inversion, calcu-
lat.ed as calle; sugar........ 0.58 per cont.
Freo acid, as malic............ .. 1.:)7 pOl'eOllt..
Ash 0.62 per eent.
Crndp fiure .' 1.55 per cent..
Et.her ,'xt.raet . . . . . . 0.64 per cent.
Crude protein ... " .' . . . . . . . 0 nn per eCllt.
Non-nitrogcnous extraet. .. 5.76 l)f;r cent.
Tests of Varieties of Strawberries.
c. s PLU~IJ:, B. s.-(pp. 78-83).
Notes on twenty-four varieties are given. On the basis of qual-
ityalone the follo\ving varieties are recommended in the order
given: Prince of Berries, Sharplcss, :\lay King, Bidwell, and Parry.
For quality, productiveness and saleahlcness, the following are rec-
ommended in the ordcr given: Sharpless, Jumbo, May King,
Indiana and Jersey Quecn.
The Army Worm.
Special Bulletill A., September I', 1889-(PP. 2-3).
This was issued in response to a request from planters, made on
the appearance of the army worm in considerable numbers in the
cotton-fields of \Vestern Tennessee, and contains a brief account
of this worm and the means for its destruction.
Analyses of Commercial Fertilizers.
w. E. STONE, PH. D.
Special Bulletill lJ., October IS, ) 889-(PP. 2-3.)
Analyses of samples of seven brands of commercial fertilizers
sold in the Statc.
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The Treatment of Certain Fungus Diseases of Plants,
F. LAMSON-SCRIBNER, B. s.
Spec'ial Bulletitl C., A£ay 10, 1890.
Practical directions for the treatment of black~rot of grapef>,
apple scab, downy mildew of the vine. brown-rot of grapes, pow-
dery mildews, leaf brownness of the pear and quince, potato rot,
and smuts of oats and wheat.
Experiments in Growmg Potatoes.
c, s. PLUMB, 1:. s.
Bulletin Vol. .111, NO.1, 'JllnUil1Y, r890·-(PP. 24.)
The experimcnts with potatoes at this Station in r889, are dis-
cussed in this Bulletin under the following heads: (a) Concerning
the influence of the amount of seed tubers planted upon the result-
ing crop of Irish potatoes; (b) trial of the Rural New Yorker trench
system of potato cultu re; (c) tests of varietics of Irish potatoes;
(d) early vs. late culture for sweet potatoes. The soil used in all
the experiments was a clay loam with hcavy clay subsoil.
Ir.f1ucnee of the amount of seed tuber planted upon the result-
ing crop. Under this head three different experiments with
Early Rose potatoes are described.
I. Comparison of whole tubers of different weights for seed.
Eight different lots of whole tubers of Early Rose potatoes were
selected; each lot. with one excetion, consisting of roo tubers.
Each potato of each lot was weighed on a Fairbanks silk scale, and
each lot was planted in a row by itself, the rows being three and
one-half feet apart, and the tubers two feet apart in the row, with
the exception of one row, in which they were three feet apart. A
table gives for each row the weight and number of tubers planted,
the date of vegetation. hlooming and ripening, number of tubers
vegetated, and the height of plants June 20. From the data
reported it appears that: (1) The largest tubers bloomed first and
produced the highest (and also largest) growth of plants; (2) the
smallest tubers bloomed last and produced the lowest (and small-
est) plants, and ripcned one day earlier than the largest; (3) large
si;ce apparently favored earliness of bloom, height, and si;ce of
plant, and, to a certain extent, delayed ripening; (4) plants from
tubers, weighing fr01114 to 8 ounces, ripened earlier than those
from tuhers of greater or lesser weights.
Two. other tables give the yield of merchantable and unmer-
chantable potatoes in each row, and the average yield per hill for
the different lots The highest yield of merchantable potatoes
from roo tubers was 623 potatoes, weighing r02U pounds, from
tubers averaging 8 to ro ounces; the lowest was 363 potatoes,weigh-
ing 62 pounds, from tubers averaging 1 to 2 ounces. The highest
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average yield, per hill, of merchantable potatoes was from seed
which weighed from 8 to 14 ounces per tuber, From seed tubers
weighing I to 2 ounces the average yield was only 36 1,11erchant-
able tubers, weighing 10 ounces. In geucral, the productiveness
per hill was greater with the largest tubers and decreased quite
constantly with a decrease of weight in the seed. The relation of
the size of the seed tuber to the amount of the crop is illustrated
by a diagram. Calculations are reported which show that while
8[ bushels of 10 to (2 ounce tubers would be required to plant an
acre, at the rate employed in this experiment, only I I bushels of I
to 2-ounee tubers would be required for the same area.
The table herewith gives calculated results per acre. merchant-
able and unmerchantable potatoes being classecl together in the
total yield.
ESTI:\L\TEll YIELDS, COST OF 81·:I-:D, VALUE OF CROP, ANIJ BALANCE
IN FAVOR OF CROP PER ACRE.
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It appears that in this experiment, with one slight exception, the
larger the tuber planted the smaller the profit, and viee versa.
2, Comparison of large and medi u Ill-sized whole tubers, halves,
quarters, and single eyes. Potatoes were planted on six plats, each
one··fourth acre. The results are stated in two tables, which give
data for the season of growth, and the yield and value of crop for
each amount of seed used. The largest yield, and next to the
largest profit, were with whole potatoes. The largest profit was
with quarters. "Large whole tubers produced a larger crop and
greater value over cost of seed than did the medium·sized tubers.
Single eyes from large tubers gave a larger and more valuable crop
than single eyes from medium-sized tubers."
3. Comparison of whole tubers with halves from wholes of the
same weight: "This experiment had two objects: (a) To note the
difference in yield between a certain number of tubers of the same
size, planted whole, and twice that number of halves from potato-
toes of the same size as the wholes; (b) to note if the eyes on the
under side of the whole potatato materially increase the yield over
the half potato planted with the eyes facing outward or upward."
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Five hundred and forty Early Rose potatoes, weighing 6 to 7
ounces each, were planted in two lots of 270 each. Lot I, the
wholes, was planted in three rows, and Lot II, containing 540
hal ves. in six rows. The total and average yields are gi ven in a
table.
(a) "The half tubers produced a greater number and greater
weigbt of merchantable potatoes per hill than did the whole tubers;
(b) the wllOle tubers produced very nearly twice as many unmer-
chantable tubers per hill as did the half tubers; (c) the average
weight of one hill grown from a whole tuber was 19.5ounces, while
that from half tubers was 16.4 ounces, or an increase per hill of 8.4
per cent. by using whole tubers for seed; (d) the size of the pota-
toes grown with half seed is somewhat larger than those of the
whole sced."
The following is the summary taken from the Bulletin;
I. The larger the potato planted, the larger the plant produced,
and the rnore abundant the harvest in tubers.
2. Other things being equal, the fewer the number of eyes in a
piece of seed potato, or the smallcr that piece of seed, the smaller
the crop. '
3. The larger the quantity of whole tubers placed in a hill for
seed, the greater the cost per acre of planting, and the smaller the
profit on the crop.
4. Large and whole tubers produced smaller and poorer merchant-
able ones, than did half or quarter tubers, or single eyes.
5. Large and whole tubers yielded appreciably more small un·
merchantable potatoes than did parts of medium tubers or sin,gle
eyes.
6. Given two potatoes of equal size. one planted whole will not
yield so large nor so good a crop as will th<:<other tuber cut into
halves and each part planted in a separate hill.
7. The investigation, as carried out, suggests that, in view of
the fact that the whole tuber produced comparatively more small,
inferior potatoes than did the halves planted, the source of these
inferior tubers may be from those eyes located on the under side
of the whole potato planted. This because the eyes and shoots
thus located are repressed in growth to a certain extent, owing to
the pressure upon them and reversal of position.
It is to be remembered that the above conclusions are the result
of the investigations recorded, and are based on nothing else.
Neither in farm practice nor experimental work do we consider
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that they will always find indorsement. Yet as the result of much
experimental work with seed potatoes, it is confidently believed
that these conclusions will generally be fairly accurate.
TRIAL OF THE NEW YORKTRENCHSYSTF.:vlOFPOTATOCULTURE.-
This is a brief account of an experiment with this system with
Early Rose potatoes on an acre of clay loam soil to which a ton of.
commercial fertilizers was applied. The yield was I88Yz bushels
of potatoes, which were grown at a loss of $25.5°. The author is,
however, inclined to attribute the smallness of the crop to the fact
that the fertilizeI used did not prove available to the plants
TESTSOFVARIETIES-Seventy-four varieties of potatoes were
tested, and the yields from whole tubers, halves, quarters, and
single eyes recorded. There are also brief descriptive notes on
each varicty, a record of their keeping qualities, taken February
14, and notes on the developn'ent of the plants during the season
of growth. •.While in each class of plan ti ngs the yield is variable,
often to a considerable extent, an average of all the hills in each
class of seed planted of seventy-fonr vari.eties. shows a continual
decrease in yield and number of tubers per hill, from the whole
potato down to the single eye. In brief, the experiments at this
station on the relation of size of seed tubers to crop-yield, demon-
strate that the larger the piece of seed potato planted, the greater
will be the yield. This, it may be said, is also the result very gen·
erally arrived at at other stations that have done similar work."
EARLYvs. LATE CULTUREFOR SWEETPOTATOES.-Six plats of
light clay loam, each one-twentieth of an acre in size, were planted
to sweet potatoes at weekly intervals from April 27 to June 1. The
variety used was Southern Queen The yields from each plant-
ing are given in a table.
J. The largest yield was produced from the planting of May 4.
2. Many m.ore unmerchantable potatoes were produced from the
first three than from the last three plantings.
3. The average yield for the first three plats, or early planted, is
489 pounds; of the late planted, or last three plats, 510 pounds. or
a difference of 21 pounds in favor of later planting.
4. The average yield of the plantings from April 27 to May II
was smaller than of those planted from May 18to June I, and each
plat contained, on an average, 37 pounds more of unmerchantable
tubers than did the several late plantings.
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Field Experiments with Barley, Corn, Oats, Wheat,
Sorghum and Clover.
c. s. PLUMB,B. s.
Bulletin Vol. III, No.2, April r890 (1'1'. 3-16)
BARLEY,TEST OF VARIETIES,(p. 3) -Tabulated notes on five vari-
eties. Manshury gave the best results. Scotch Chevalier. the
only two-rowed variety tested is recommended as a strong, robust,
productive variety, and especially exempt from disease. It rarely
lodges and produces a large seed.
CORN,TEST OF VARIETIES,(PP 3-7 ).- Tabulated notes on thirty-
eight varieties of dents, thirteen of flints, and fifty-four of sweet-
corn
The following varieties are recommended for this region for
prod ucti veness. quality, and vigor of growth:
Dellts -Adams's Early, Golden Beauty, Maryland White Gourd
Seed, Shannon's Big Tennessee \Vhite. and Southern Horse Tooth.
Adams's Early is probably the best varicty for table use, as its ears
are not large, and it is suitable for eating earlier than most corn.
Fhllts.-Compton's Early, King Philip, Sanford. and \Vhite Flint
Thoroughbred. Howevcr. we do not espccially recommend Hint
corn for Tennessee. The yield of fodder is very small, and the
corn is not nearly so productive as the dents.
Sweets. -- \Ve do not feel disposed to recommend any of these sweet
varieties for this region, as they have been a failure, almost com·
pletely, for two reasons: first. the corn-worm has infested the ears
so badly as to make them unfit for eating; second, this class of
corn develops very poor! y here. Varieties of swett corn that 111ake
vigorous, robust growth in the North, have with us been small and
spindling-almost dwarfs. The climatic conditions are evidently
not favorable to successful culture of most sweet varieties.
OATS,TEST' OF VARIETIES.(pp. 7-r r ).- Tabulated notes on forty-
three varieties, with descriptive notes on thirty of these varieties.
"Early Ewing was the first to mature, being ripe on June 26. Next
earliest were the several rust-proof varieties. For this locality the
rust-proof varieties are best, as they ripen early, have strong
straw, and are not" so badly affected with rust as are other varieties
of a large, coarse character." Black Tartarian, Clydesdale (syno-
nyms: Welcome, Centennial, \Vhite Australian, White \Vonder),
Probsteier, Winter Grazing, and Winter Turf are especially recom-
mended.
OATS,EXPERIMENTWITHFERTfLIZERS,(p. rr).-Muriateof potash,
cotton-seed me1.1.nitrate of soja, acid phosphate and kainit. singly,
and the last three in combination, were compared with each other,
and WIth no manure, for Kansas rust-proof oats on twelve
twentieth-acre plats, on light, clayey loam. The highest yields
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were with muriate of potash and kainit, and the average yield of
three plats, where potash was used, was higher than any of the
yields from other forms of fertilizers. The smallest yields were
with no manure, and with nitrate of soda, acid phosphate, and
kainit combined.
WHEAT, TEST OF VARIETIES,(pp. 11-13.)-Tabulated notes on
thirty-six varieties, tested on ninetieth-acre plats, on clay-loam'
soil, which was '-rather poor." The best results were with Tasma-
nian Red, Nigger, New Golden, German Emperor, and Michigan
Amber.
From several years' experience with Tasmanian Red and Nigger
we can especially recommend them for this locality. Both are
bearded varieties, very hardy and productive. Nigger wheat is
especially adapted to this region, having originated in Kentucky,
so far as is known. Diehl-Mediterranean, Mediterranean Hybrid,
and Michigan Bronze are the same variety under different names.
It is well worth a trial.
Fulcaster, one of the newer varieties, while not doing well with
us in this test, can nevertheless be recommended for hardiness and
strong growth. As a rule, it is a good yielder compared with other
varieties.
\VHEAT,METHODSOF CULTURE,(pp. 13-I4).-Four methods, (I)
planting In rows by hand and cultivating with the hoe; (2) sowing
in drills, with no cultivation; (3), sowing in drills, with mulching;
and (4), sowing broadcast, with harrowing, ,vere compared on eight
fourth-acre plats. The results are stated in a table. The average
yield per acre of the two plats in each class was as follows: hoed
plats, 12 bushels; drilled plats, 19Yz bushels; mulched plats, 187i3
bushels; harrowed plats, 16Y3 bushels.
SORGHUM,TEST OFVARIETIES,(pp. q-Is).-Tabulated notes on
forty-four varieties. The following varieties were the earliest to
ripen, and were fit to cut at about the same time, September 3d:
Chinese, Georgia No. S, No. 30, Sorghum Saccharatum, vVhite
Amber, Duchess Hybrid, Kansas Red, No. 18, Price's New Hybrid,
Waubansee, Whiting's Early. A change of chemist at the Station
prevented the making of sugar determinations, as was intended.
CLOVER,EXPERIMENTWITHFERTILIZERS,(pp. IS-16).- Various fer-
tilizers (nearly the same as those used in the experiu1ent with oats
referred to) were applied to eight half-acre plats of light, clay-
.loam land, which has been in red clover for two years, and the
results compared with those from unfertilized plats. The amounts
of fertilizers, and the yield of the first and second crops, are given
in a table. Rains seriously affected the curing of the present crop.
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If we were to accept the results itt this table, as bearing on the
first crop, we should see that:
1. The largest yield comes from unfertilized land.
2. The next largest yield comes from a mixture of two-thirds
phosphate and one-third potash.
3. The third best results come from cotton-seed meal.
However, experience teaches us two things:
1. That unfertilized lands give us the poorest returns.
2. That the cotton-seed meal could not have been much used as a
plant food by the first growth, as the plants were already too ad-
vanced in growth to have felt the effects of the decomposition of
the meal.
This is a good example of the general uncertainty of the results
of plat tests. Such experiments, to have a significant value, should
be permanent, extending over mal1y years, under as nearly identi-
cal conditions as possible.
Points about Country Roads.
w. w. CARSON, C. E., M. E.
Bulletin Vol III, NO.3. August, 1890·-(PP· 43-64).
In an introduction the Director of the Station states that this
article was prepared at his request by Prof. Carson, who occupies
the chair of civil engineering in the University of Tennessee, with
a view to aiding the movement in that State in favor of better
country roads.
As the farmer gets the same price for what he sells, whatever
distance he has to haul his produce to the railroad station, the cost
of hauling comes entirely out of his pocket. It has been estimated
that our poor roads cost the farmer at least $15 a year for every
horse. The questioll of improved road-making is thus of great
importance.
"For a country road, the question of most importance is the
draft; that is, the number of horses needed to draw a given load,
or (to state it otherwise) the load that one horse can draw. We
need, therefore, to see what effect different grades and road cov-
erings have on draft." Tables are quoted from Gen. Gilmore's
work, entitled. "Roads. Streets, and Pavements," to show the rela-
tive draft of different kinds of roads and different grades. Calcu-
lations based on these tables are given to show how the work by
the horse is distributed, and what are the effects of different grades
and kinds of roads on the cost of hauling. The author favors the
payment of the road-tax in money instead of labor, and the em-
ployment of State and county engineers to superintend the making
of roads. The location and construction of proper roads are dis-
cussed in some detail.
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In order to complete this record to date we add the following:
Practical Experiments in Reclaiming "Galled " or Washed Lands,
With Notes on Mulch and Mulch Materials.
BY PAUL F. KEFAUVER.
Bulletin Vol. 111, NO.4, October 1890, (pp. 65-72).
Sixteen experiments made upon galled lands, in Monroe county,
with the view to get them down in good permanent sad as soon as
possible, are recorded:
EXPERIMENT No. 16.-Becoming convinced of the great value of
mulch in saving young grass and clover from being scalded out on
raw clay exposures during summer, I had all the sedge-grass
weeds, etc., on the place mowed down and stacked up for that pur-
pose during the fall of 1889. During this fall also. and the winter
succeeding. the two-acre piece referred to in experiments 1-7, ex-
cept the strips referred to in experiment 10. as well as all other
galled places on the farm not already under treatmen t was leveled,
plowed, subsoiJed and manured, at the rate of twenty good loads of
manure per acre on the surface. In the spring of 1890 this was
thoroughly worked in with harrow and the whole seeded to clover
six pounds, red-top one bushel, blue-grass one bushel per acre
with 100pounds good. complete fertilizer per acre. This seeding
was killed by a March freeze, and it was re-seeded as before, but
without any more fertilizers In May the whole was carefully
mulched with sedge-grass.
Result.-A decided success. A rather costly. but altogether, per-
haps, the cheapest and most satisfactory method of reclaiming
gall cd hillsides. I have given the plots a good dressing of rough
stable manure this fall, and expect to have no more trouble with
them.
ON MULCH.-M ulch not only preserves moisture in the soil, for
summer use, maintains a good capillary connection up to the very
surface, prevents baking and washing, protects it as a blanket in
winter, adds vegetable matter (humus) to the soil by its decay, and
generally livens up the soil, but in the light of recent discoveries it
does even more.
Here the value of mulch in inducing the development of "soil
microbes," by whose action the soil is rendered more fertile, and
its mineral elements more readily available as plant food is ex-
plained.
Soil microbes flourish in almost any kind of decaying vegetable
matter. Hence when we spread mulch to decay on the land, we
inoculate it with these soil microbes, or sow them, as Dr. Masters
would have it.
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MULCH MATERIALS. -Clover-hahn, damaged ensilage, green
weeds and straw from stubble-field, and sedge-grass were experi-
mented with. Of the latter, sedge-grass, Mr. Kefauver says:
This material deserves special mention on account of cheapness,
abundance in many sections, extent of land covere<! by a given
amount -four loads per acre for grass or clover-and general effi-
ciency. It is especially valuable and practicable for "galled" hill-
sides, or on thin land where it is desired to grow a crop of clover
to turn under. It settles very close to the ground after the first
rain, effectually prevents washing, and will not blow off after
becomiug once settled.
A list of the various materials used for mulch, in the order in
which they rank in value: (I) clover-halm; (2) damaged ensilage;
(3) green weeds and straw from stubble field; (4) sedge-grass;
(5) briers, weeds and trash, from fence corners; (6) partially rot-
ten straw: (7) straw; (8) Sorghum cane pomace; (9) dry weeds
and trash from clover-fields in spring; (10) brush.
Fruit Trees at the Experiment Station.
BY R. L. WATTS.
Bulletin Vol. III, NO.5, December, I890·-(PP. 73-92.)
The report covers:
1. General observations upon the fitness or adaptability of our
State for fruit-growing, and the increasing demand for fruits in
our home markets.
2. Tests of varieties on the Experiment Station grounds-lim-
ited to a statement of the condition of our young trees, and a brief
description of the fruit of the varieties they represent.
3. Harvesting, packing, and marketing fruit. This we deem a
most important subject to the fruit-grower from a business point
of view, for the profitable disposal of his goods depends very
largely upon its appearance when offered for sale.
There are in the Station orchard 5I varieties cif apples, 33 of
peaches, 33 of pears, 7 of nectarines, 8 of apricots, 20 of cherries,
27 of plums, and 3 of figs.
The character of all these fruits are briefly given, and the pres-
ent condition of the trees noted.
It is difficult to draw any conclusions as to the varieties of apples
best adapted to all sections of this State. Those that succeed in
the mountainous districts may frequently fail in Middle and West
Tennessee. A certain variety may not be adapted to all localities
even in the same section; the Baldwin. for example, succeeds ad-
mirably in the Cumberland plateau, but is an undesirable sort in
this locali ty.
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The following varietic' of onr li't have been grown ,neee"fUllY\
in various localities. of East Tennessee: Willesap, Yellow Bel!jl~w~r, ~
Rhode Island Greemng, Rome Beauty, Northern Spy, Newtown pzPPtn"~"
Early Strawberry, Carolina Red June, Ben Davis and Baldzvin,* "
The followi~g varieties of pears have been grown successfully in. \l
various localities of East Tennessee: Bartlett, Flemish Beauty, Seckel,
Duelzesse d'Angouleme, Beurre Anjou and Le Conte, 'There are prob-
ably other good sorts that have been a success in various sections
of the State.
The following varieties of peaches of our list have been produc-
tive in East Tennessee, when not destroyed by the frost: Alexander,
Early River, Foster, Oldmixon Freestone, Crawford's Early and Late,
It' is difficult to produce apricots in this country without protec-
tion. They blossom somewhat earlier than the peach, and hence
the flowers are nearly always destroyed by the spring winds and
frosts.
Of cherries, the Black Tartarian, Napoleon, Early Richard, Governor
Wood, and probably other good varieties, have been grown success-
fully in this locality.
Index to Vols. I, II, and III.
Bu!!etin Vol. III, No.6, December, r890.-(PP. 93-J04).
Index to Volumes I, II, and III. of the Experiment Station Eul-
etins, including also a brief synopsis of the contents of the Spe-
cials, which were published under letters A, E, C, D, and E.
*\Ve take pleasure in inserting here and putting on record letters from two of our correspon-
dents:
Director As;ricultural Experimel1t Statiol1l KnoxvUl~, Tenn.:
SiH:-In respollse to request contained in your Bulletin No . .s-, Vol. lIT, Deccmber~ 1890,I have
to report that the fnl1owing- varieties of apples succeed \\'ell """,ith me: Early Harvest, Bcd As-
trachan. Den Davis~ Fall PippIn. and \Vinesap. I have tt-ied 13 of the varieties of peaches con-
tained in your list. nearly all of \vhich gave satisfactory results. Hale's Early, h<Hvever, after
the secoIll{ year's hearing, invariahlv rotted on the trees. The peach cr(lp is very uncertain,
owing to spring frosts. 1 have intended for years to try mulching· during winter to retard the
buddrng of trel~5, hut neglected to do so. Very respectfully,
Bailey, T(~nn., Dec. 22, 1&P. H. L. BEDFORD.
SIR:-Rcferring to your Bulletin No. S' December, 1~90, I h,lve a small orchard~ planted out
in 1882and 1884,and this year I had ag-ood yIeld on my Beauty ?f Kent. Sh()ckky~ and Fallawater,
and that in spite of a heavy late frost III May. I got my trees from Bird, De\v & Co., of Knoxville.
J\tly Wild Goose Plum hears about every year. I have one tree of -the Tetofsky apple, which has
borne well for the last two seasons.
Rugby, l\lorgan co., Tenn., Jan. 2, 1&]1. \V. F. G. WIL~ON, M. D.
OGDEN BROS. & co., PRINTERS, KNOXVILLE, TENN.
